COPASAT DC/DC Power Supply Module operates both the Standard and Enhanced Power Tampa Microwave SATCOM Terminals.

It attaches to either of the two Bidirectional Expansion Module Bays of VIP/ER for operation.

**DESIGN FEATURES**
- 97% Efficient Conversion
- On/Off Power Button
- Standard Power Terminal Output Port
- Enhanced Power Terminal Output Port
- High Current Spring Probes
- Small and Lightweight
- Durable Ruggedized Design
- Passively Cooled (No Fans/ Filters)

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dims: 3.6 in x 3.8 in x 1.7 in
- Rugged Aluminum Housing
- Black Mil-Spec Anodized
- Tan Powder Coat (Optional)
- Designed to meet IP68
- Designed to meet MIL-STD 810G

**ORDER PART NO.**
- VIR-XM-DCDC-00-B-000 Black Color Housing
- VIR-XM-DCDC-00-T-000 Tan Color Housing

**VIP/ER is Sold Separately**